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Dokkan battle potara medals guide

In: Awakening Medals, Other Medals Comments Share Potara Use Location Awakening Medals Other Medals *Revealed: Some of the links above are affiliate links, meaning, at no additional cost to you, you will earn commissions if you click through the fandom and make a purchase. Community content is available in CC-BY-SA unless
otherwise stated. Comment sharing friends are not included in the mission requirements unless specified in the mission. You can choose the friend you want. Kai Supreme Judgment is a special mission for the quest to obtain kai's stones. There are 3 missions for each stage in Area 1-9, with 1 mission in Area 10 with Potara. Rewards can
be purchased through Baba's Treasure. x1 x30 can be purchased at a total cost 1 time: 30 x1 x50 can purchase a total cost of 1 time: 50 x1 x70 can be purchased at a total cost: 70 characters Slot extension + 5 x15 total cost can be purchased 20 times: 300 team cost +x15 can be purchased 20:300 maximum health +1 x15 total cost 20
times : 300 determined fusion Vegito x20 total cost can be purchased 2x: 40 determined fusion Vegito x30 total cost can be purchased twice: 60 determined fusion Vegito x40 total cost: 80 Total Cost: 80 Total Cost: 1280 Mission Phase 1 After the tournament, continue to clear the stage with stage 6 SSR or lower character x2 2 without
using stageclear support item x1 without x1. Clear step x1 6 SSR or lower character x2 step 3 without using the x1 support entry to continue clearing the step without clearing the mercenary tao. Clear the stage without using the unrivaled Assassin Clear x1 support item x1 to clear a stage consisting of 70 or fewer team costs (including
friends) x2 4. Continue re-investigation without using x1 support item x1 and clear the stage consisting of 70 or fewer stage up to 70 team costs (including friends) x2 5 without clearing the stage. Warrior Racing Invasion continues to clear the stage without x1 and clears stages consisting of 6 SSR or fewer character x270 team costs
(including friends) x2 to earn a total of x21 in Zone 1 Area 2: Ultimate Creature! 1. Foreboding of ruin continues x1 support items without using x1 and clears the steps without undoing the steps (note: must have the same character name) x2 2. Clear steps with Hercule on the x1 team without using x1 support items to clear steps without
continuing ghost town investigation (note: you must have the same character name) x3 3. Clear steps with Hercule on the x1 team without using x1 support items to continue clearing the steps without the mysterious Ki Clear (note: you must have the same character name) x3 4. Clear new enemies Continue clearing the stage without x1
Support items x1 clear the stage with a team consisting of 70 or less team costs (including friends) x2 5. Rogue Android: Clear the steps without cell clear 6 SSR or less character x1 70 or less team cost (including friends) clear the stage as a team of x2 (including friends) x2 total x22 can be earned in area 2 area 3: call to arms 1. Clear
the stage with Stageclear 6 SSR or sub character x2 2 at stageclear 65 or lower team cost (including friends) x2 without using squad leader support item x1. The best teachers in the world own link skill turtle school x3 3 to clear the stage without canceling the stage with a team of support entries x1 (including friends) x2 and clear the stage
with at least 3 characters. If you clear the Stage without using the telekinetic threat support entry x1, clearing the stage consisting of 65 or fewer team costs (including friends) x2 clears the stage with SSR 6 or the sub-character x2 4. Clever Crillin Clear Support Item x1 costs teams under 65 (including friends) x2 teams and clears stages
with link skills turtle school x3 5 to clear at least 3 characters and steps. Turtle School Exam Lesson Support Item x1 (including friends) cancels the stage without canceling the stage with a team of x2 links skills to cancel the stage of the turtle school x3 6 and more than 3 characters in possession. Crane School's multiple support items x1
(including friends) clear the stage with a team of x2 links skills to clear the stage with 3 characters owned by Turtle School x2 7. Crane School Pride support item x1 (including friends) clears the stage without cancelling the stage with a team of x2 links skills turtle school x3 8 to clear the stage with more than 3 characters in possession.
Fierce fights for honor can earn a total of x47 in Area 3 of Tien and Chiaotsu (note: must have the same character name) by clearing the stage without using the supporting item x1, and clearing the stage that owns link skill turtle school x3: Emperor's Fury 1. Clear the stage with the alien warrior encounter 1 supported item x10,000 type
character x2, and clear 3 or more stages that own link skill experience fighter x2 2. Clear the stage with the alien warrior encounter 2 supported item x10,000 type character x2, and clear the stage without clearing more than 3 characters that own link skill experience fighter x2 3. Alien Warrior Encounter 3 supports items x10,000 type
characters x2 and clears the stage without canceling the stage without clearing the stage with 3 characters or more characters and stages that own the link skill experience fighter x2 4. The chaser summoning death clears the stage without using a support item. Clear the stage with type character x20,000 and clear the stage with at least 3
characters to have a fighter x2 5 with experienced link skills. Clear the stage with the alien warrior encounter 4 supported item x10,000 type character x2, and clear 3 or more stages with Link Skill Prodigy x2 6. Alien Warrior Encounter 5 supports items x10,000 type characters x2 and clears the stage without canceling the stage with at
least 3 characters to own link skill prodigy x2 7. Beautiful Warrior Zarbon clears the stage with the input letter x2 only to clear the stage without using the supporting item x1, clearing more than 3 characters with link skill prodigy x2 8. Brutal counter-attack support items can be earned in Zone 4 zone, which clears the stage with only
x10,000 type characters and x2 link skills owning Prodigy x2 with at least 3 characters.5: Scary Long Oil Force 1. The pint-sized super warrior cancels the stage without clearing the stage with the support entry x10,000 type character x2 and clears the stage with at least 3 characters and the stage owns a shocking speed x2 2 with link
skills. Intensive Training Support Item x10,000 character x2link skill Clear stage clearing stage clearing stage that owns shocking speed x2 3. Picolo's term is to clear the stage without using the supporting entry x1 (note: you must have the same character name) x2 clear the stage with Gohan (Kid) on the team (note: you must have the
same character name) x2 4. Before clearing the storm, clear the step to clear the support items x10,000 type character x2 link skill 3 characters and step clear step to clear the step to own a shocking speed x2 5. Cancel steps without using Psychokinesis support items x1 only type characters and clear steps x2 link skills at least 3
characters and clear steps to own shocking speed x2 6. The risk factor of orange hair is that the support item x10,000 type clears the stage with the character x2, and the link skills clear the steps without canceling the steps with 3 characters owning the brutal bitdown x2 7. Blue Hurricane support items x1 only type characters and clear
stages to clear the stage x2 link skills brutal bit down x2 clears the steps with at least 3 characters owning x2 8. Red Magma Clear support entry x1 clears the stage with only type characters and x2 link skills clears the stage with at least 3 characters owning a brutal beatdown x2 9. Purple Comet is a support item x10,000 type character x2
link skill brutal bit down x2 10 owns 3 characters and clears the stage without canceling the step to clear the stage. Mighty Long-yu Force clears the stage with only type characters when the stage is cleared without the use of the supporting item x1. Link skills can be earned in the total area of x50 to clear at least 3 characters and steps to
own a brutal beatdown x2 5 zone 6: Android Attack! 1. Clear the steps with android façade support entry x10,000 type character x2, clear the steps without canceling the step with at least 3 characters to own link skill soul vs soul x2 2. Androind #18 Part 1 clears the stage without clearing the stage with the supporting item x1 only input
letter x2, and clears the stage with 3 or more characters with link skill Soul vs. Soul x2 3. Androind #18 Part 2 clears the stage without clearing the stage with the supported item x1 only input letter x2, clearing more than 3 characters with Link Skill Soul vs. Soul x2 4. Clear #18 stage without using the Android Game 3 support entry x1 only
type character x2 and clear the steps at least 3 characters clear the step to own link skill soul vs soul x2 5. Androind #18 at least 3 characters that clear the stage with x1 million type characters x2 to clear the stage without using super power clear support items own link skill soul vs. soul x2 6. Enter #17 android! The support entry x1 only
cancels the stage without canceling the step with the input letter x2, and the link cancels the stage with 3 characters or more that own Soul vs. Soul x2 7. Clear the stage without using the energy-enabled items of endless horror x1 only type character x2 link skills clear the steps with at least 3 characters owning Android Attack x2 8.
Cancel the stage without using nightmare team assault support items x1 only type character x2 link skill clear step to clear stage with at least 3 characters owning Android attack x2. Cell access support items clear the steps without canceling the Android #17 step on the x1 team (note: the same character name must be there) and clearing
the Android #18 step on the x2 team (note: the same character name must be) x2 10. The ambition of the cell can be earned in zone 6 zone, which clears at least 3 characters and steps to own the supporting item x10,000 type characters and x2 link skill Android attack x2 to clear the stage 7: Attack of the Saiyans! 1. Find Goku! If you
clear the stage without using Part 1 Support Forms x1, clearing the stage with type character x2 only clears the stage with 2 characters or more in world tournament category x2 2. Find Goku! If you clear the stage without using Part 2 Support Item x1, only type character x2 will clear the stage with 2 characters or more in world tournament
category x2 3 via stageclear. Find Goku! If you clear the stage without using Part 3 Support Forms x1, only type character x2 will clear the stage with 2 characters or more in world tournament category x2 4 via StageClear. Find Goku! Clear the Stage Without Using Part 4 Supporting Item x1 The letter x2 type cancels the stage by more
than 2 characters in the world tournament category x2 5. Enter the goku! Supported entries x1 only type x2 In world tournament category x2 6, clear the stage without clearing the stage with 2 characters or more. Saiyan Attack Support entry x1 only input character x2 and cancel the step without canceling the step with Yamcha to the team
(note: the same character must have the same character name) x2 7. Let's start the game with support items x10,000 type character x2 and clear the steps without canceling the step at least 2 characters in the Peppy Girl category x2 8 and clear the steps. Clear the stage without using elite warrior support entries x1 million type characters
and clear the stage x2 Peppy Gals category x2 clears at least 2 characters and steps from 9. Saiyan Tag Team support entry x1 only type character x2 Pepy Girl category x2 cancels the stage with at least 2 characters in 10 and cancels the stage step without canceling the step. Saiyan's Pride Clear support entry x1 can be earned in a
total x50 zone 7 area of x2 x50 (note: must have the same character name) to clear the stage with Goku on the x2 team to clear the stage with only type characters 8: Ruthless Priza 1. Clear the stage without using the attack and defense part 1 support items x1 only type character x2 hybrid Saiyans category x2 to clear the stage 2
characters or more stages. Attack and Defense Part 2 Support x10,000 type character x2 Hybrid Saiyans category x2 clears the stage without clearing the stage, clearing more than 2 characters of the stage in category x2 3. Attack and defense parts 3 will clear the steps without using the support entry x1 only type character x2 hybrid
Saiyans category x2 clears the steps with 2 characters from 4 and clears the steps. Clear the stage without using the attack and defense part 4 support items x10,000 type character x2 hybrid Saiyans category x2 cancels the stage to clear the stage more than 2 characters from 5. Clear the stage without using the Attack and Defense Part
5 support entry x1 million type character x2 hybrid Saiyans category x2 cancel step 2 characters and cancel the step in category x2 6 cancel step. Clear the steps without using the Attack &amp; Defense Part 6 support entry x1 only type character x2 revive transcription category x2 cancels the step with at least 2 characters in category x2
7. Clear the steps without using the Attack &amp; Defense Part 7 support entry x1 only type character x2 revive transcription category x2 cancels the step with at least 2 characters in category x2 8. Captain Jeanne arrives! Supported entries x1 only type x2Sa second transcription category x2 9 clears the stage without clearing the stage
that erases the stage by more than 2 characters. Clear the stage without using intense battle clear support items x1 only type character x2 and clear the stage 2 Resurrection Warrior category x2 10. Galactic Overlord Freeja will clear the stage without using the supporting entry x2 million type characters and clear the stage x2 resurrection
warrior category x2 in at least 2 characters and clear the stage can be earned in a total area of x2 x50 8 zone 9: Rise, Saiyan Prince 1. Continue to clear the steps without the ultimate Saiyan clear x1 link skill Super Strike x2 to clear the stage with at least 3 characters and trunk to clear the steps (note: must have the same character
name) x2 2. Super Saiyan Showdown! Continue clearing the stage without x1 Clear the stage with 3 or more characters that own the link skill Super Strike x2 Clear the stage with the trunk (Teen) on the team (note: you must have the same character name) x2 3. Clear a stage with the Resolution Clear x1 Link Skill Super Strike x2 to clear
a stage with a trunk (Teen) on your team (note: you must have the same character name) to earn a total of x15 from x2 Region 9 Area 10: Red Ribbon Everyn 1. Continue to the lab and clear the steps without x2 2. You can delete the Stage without using the return 1 support entry x1 3 on the red ribbon. Return of the Red Ribbon 2 links to
clear the stage with at least 1 character owning SkillZ Fighterx2 4. The return of the Red Ribbon 3 links to clear the stage with at least 2 characters owning SkillZ Fighter x1 5. Dr. Gero's ambition is to clear a stage with at least three characters who own Link Skills Fighters x2 6. Aces in the hole clear the stage with at least 4 characters
owning link skillZ Fighterx1 7. Clears a stage with 5 or more characters that own the unexpected Savior Link SkillZ Fighterx3 8. Crash motives can be earned in the total area of x9 and x4 to clear the steps with at least 6 characters owning the Link SkillZ Fighter x1 10 Zone 11: Unknown Saiyans 1. Find Goku! Part 5 x2 continues to win
the stage without x2. Find Goku! Part 6 Delete the stage without using supporting item x1 3. Wayward ChampionClear clears stages with at least one character with Link Skills Fighters x2 4. Wayward Invaders clear stages with two or more characters that own Link Skills Fighters x1 5. Battle Smart Brawler 1 Link SkillZ Fighter x2 6 clears
3 or more characters. Battle Smart Brawler 2 Link SkillZ Clears 4 or more characters with Fighter x1 7. Clear the stage with 5 or more characters that own Battle Smart Brawler 3 Link SkillZ Fighter x3 8. The best team clear step is at least a 6 character link SkillZ fighter x1 x1 x4 total x9 and can be earned in x4 area 11 zone 12: Terror
Return 1. Return of the Elite! Continue to clear the steps without x2 2. Battle Smart Brawler 4 supports x1 3 and deletes the stage without using it. Battle Smart Brawler clears the stage with at least 1 character to own 5 links Genius x2 4. Clears the stage for at least 2 characters with telekinetic rampage link skill prodigy x1 5. Exquisite
team-ups clear stages with 3 or more characters with link skill prodigy x2 6. Explosive Power Clear clears at least 4 characters and steps to own link skill prodigy x1 7. Intellect and speed clear the steps with at least 5 characters that own link skill prodigy x3 8. Enter the Savior?! Stagejijiji x1 total x9 and x4 with link skill prodigy x1 will earn
a total of x9 and x4 when 12 Area 13: Warriors collide. Continue without the unique goku clear x2 2. Deletes the stage without using the uninvited adversary support entry x1 3. Unwanted battles clear the stage with at least 1 character owning link skill prodigy x2 4. Jin Yu's big mistake is clearing the stage with two or more characters who
own link skill prodigy x1 5. Dr. Gero's Counter-Attack clears the stage with at least three characters who own the Link Skill Prodigy x2 6. Predatory Energy Clear clears at least 4 characters and steps to own link skill prodigy x1 7. The Blood Curdling message is clearing a stage with five or more characters that own link skill prodigy x3 8.
Missing Target Clear can be earned in a total area of at least 6 characterlink skills prodigy x1 x1 x9 and x4 13 zone 14: Ultimate Android 1. Seek Dr. Gero! Continue to clear the steps without x2 2. Cancel the step without using the doom repeat support entry x1 3. Ultimate Weapon cleared the stage with at least one character owning link
skill Saiyan Warrior Race x2 4. Intense Onslaught clears the stage with at least two characters who own link skill Saiyan Warrior Race x1 5. Martial Arts Warrior's attack cancels the stage with at least 3 characters owning link skill Saiyan Warrior Race x2 6. The aggressive circuit clears the stage with four or more characters with link skill
Saiyan Warrior Race x1 7. Clear the stage with at least 5 characters to own all total blazing link skills Saiyan Warrior Race x3 8. Nightmare Android Clear clears at least 6 characters and stages in possession of link skill Saiyan Warrior Racing x1 can be earned in a total area of x9 and x4 14 zones 15: Distorted Destiny 1. A special evil
cancels the stage with Begito on the team. (Note: character names must be the same) x2 2. The Lost Warriors cancel the stage with Begito on the team. (Note: character names must be the same) x1 3. Challengers clear the stage to team up with Begito. x2 Total x4 and x1 can be obtained in Zone 15 Zone 16: Recomboth 1. The reunion
with Krillin does not continue and cancels the stage. x3 2. Saiyan Trio cancels the stage without using supporting entries. x1 3. Saiyan Tag Team Returns! Clears stages with at least one character that owns the Link Skill Golden Warrior x3 4. The new Saiyan Clear clears the steps with at least 2 characters to own the Link Skill Golden
Warrior x1 5. Unauthorized distribution of the jinyu! Clears character 3 or more stages with link skill Golden Warrior x3 6. Reunion with Goku? Clear a stage with 4 or more characters that own link skill Golden Warrior x2 7. Showdown! The new Jinyu Force?! Clear stages with 5 characters or more with link skill Golden Warrior x4 8. The
end of the Body Exchange can be earned by clearing the stage with 6 or more characters with link skill Golden Warrior x2, totaling x13 and x6 in Region 16 Region 17: Threat of Friza! 1. Frijeza's army attack continues to clear the steps without. x3 2. Breaking Siege Before cancels the stage without using a supporting item. x1 3. Zarbon's
Transformation clears the stage for 1 or more characters who own the Link Skill Golden Warrior x3 4. The real power of elite forces is that they're at least two characters who own the Link Skill Golden Warrior x1 5. Imperial Power Clear clears the stage with 3 or more characters who own the Link Skill Golden Warrior x3 6. Deepen your
destiny link skills to clear the stage with at least 4 characters owning the Golden Warrior x2 7. Priza's transformation clears the stage with five or more characters who own the Link Skill Golden Warrior x4 8. Priza's second conversion will earn a stage with 6 or more characters with link skill Golden Warrior x2 in Region 17 18: Epic Attack
and Defense 1. Kura's armored squad cancels the stage without continuing. x3 2. Removes the stage without using the commander's support items. x1 3. The sovereignty of the warrior race clears the stage with at least one character possessing a link skill shocking speed x3 4. Priza's final transformation clears the stage with two or more
characters who own the link skill Shocking Speed x1 5. The amazing end clears the stage with at least 3 characters owning a shocking speed x3 6 with link skills. Master of Demon Realm Part 1 clears the steps with at least 4 characters that possess a shocking speed x2 7 with link skills. Master of Demon Realm Part 2 clears the steps
with at least 5 characters that possess a shocking speed x4 8 with link skills. Master of Demon Realm 3 link skills can be earned in 18 regions with a total of x13 and x6 to clear at least 6 characters and steps to possess shocking speed x2 19: Stop Majin's Revival 1. The forgotten champion cancels the stage without continuing. x3 2.
Recruited warriors cancel stages without using supporting items. x1 3. Part 1 of Invisible Enemies clears the stage with one or more characters that possess a link skill shocking speed of x3 4. Part 2 of The Invisible Enemy clears the stage with 2 or more characters that possess a link skill shocking speed of x1 5. Invisible Enemy 3 cancels
the stage with at least 3 characters who own link skill shocking speed x3 6. StageClear in Invisible Enemy Part 4 Invisible Enemy 5 cancels the stage with 5 or more characters that possess link skill shocking speed x4 8. Mysterious Duo Clear clears the stage with at least 6 characters possessing a shocking speed x2 with link skills and
can be earned in a total area of x2 x13 and x6 19 zones 20: Dark Plot 1. Nothing ventures ... Don't continue and get the stage off. x3 2. Conquer by ambition and clear the steps without using support items. x1 3. The first assassin clears a stage with at least one character who owns link skill fusion fighter x3 4. The second assassin clears
the stage with at least two characters who own link skill fusion fighter x1 5. Lord of the Demon Realm clears the stage with at least 3 characters owning link skill fusion fighter x3 6. Countdown clears the stage with 4 or more characters who own Link Skill Fusion Fighter x2 7. Revive Link Skill Fusion Fighter x4 clears the stage with at least
5 characters to own 8. Angry Majin Clear clears the stage with at least 6 characters in possession of link skill fusion fighter x2 and can be earned in a total area of x13 and x6 20 zones 21: a sign of brutal fighting 1. Cancel the stage with Vegito on the team after awakening. (Note: character names must be the same) x3 2. The mysterious
Saiyan clears the stage to team up with Begito. (Note: character names must be the same) x1 3. Probe cancels stage with Vegito on team You can get a total of x6 and x1 in x3 zone 21 zone 22: New Threat 1. Nightmares continue and x4 starts to clear the steps without 2. Turres is back! Delete the stage without using supported item x1
3. Cosmic Destroyer - 10,000 type characters x4 4 and clear the steps. Destroyer of space - Clears the stage with 2 type characters x2 50,000. Destroyer of the Universe - 3 link skills clear at least 4 characters and steps to possess fierce battle x4 6. Cosmic Destroyer - 4 link skills to clear the stage with at least 5 characters in possession
of fierce battle x3 7. The indomitable human soul clears the stage with only characters who own link skills and fierce battles x5 8. Risk-accelerated link skills can be earned in a total area of 22 regions of x17 and x9 to clear the stage only with type characters owning fierce combat x3 23: the perfect form of stop cell! 1. The brutal twist of
fate continues to clear the stage without x4 2. Clear the stage without decision support item x1 3. Clear the stage with the cell and the Begetaman character x4 4. Contact Clear Stage with only letter x2 5. Evolution clears the stage with at least 4 characters who own link skills fierce battle x4 6. Have you set up a table?! Clear the stage
with 5 or more characters who own Link Skill Intense Combat x3 7. Sel's predicament only takes the stage with characters who own link skill fierce battles x5 8. Run in Family Clear and clear the stage with only type characters link skills fierce battles x3 x3 total x17 and x9 can be earned in zones 23 and 24: Ambitious Android 1. The bad
feeling about this continues to clear the steps without x4 2. One big opportunity to cancel the stage without using support item x1 3. Cancel the stage with the appointment only input letter x4 4. A tenacious scientist takes the stage with only the type letter x2 5. Mysterious #17 clear the stage with at least 4 characters who own link skills
fierce battle x4 6. #17 x 2 clears the stage with 5 or more characters who own link skill intense combat x3 7. The ultimate Android clears the stage with only characters who own link skills and fierce battles x5 8. Android can #17 #18 x17 and x9 in Region 24 Region 25: Invasion Signs 1 by clearing the stage with only type characters that
own The Link Skill Fierce Battle x3. Alien Warrior Encounter 6 continues to clear the stage without x4 2. Alien Warrior Encounter 7 cancels the stage without using the support entry x1 3. Avo Cardo Fusion! The character x4 4 only will take you through the stage. The fierce battle with Abo and Cado clears the stage with only type character
x2 5. Friza's brothers clear the stage with at least 4 characters who own link skills fierce battle x4 6. New swear enemy link skills clear the stage with at least 5 characters owning fierce battles x3 7. The enemy of the new oath ...?! Link Skills Clear the stage with only characters who own Intense Combat x5 8. Bizarre Reunion ClearLink
Skills Fierce Battles type characters who own x3 can only earn in the total area of x17 and x9 to clear the stage 25 zone 26: Demon Skills 1. Continue x4 2 without heart loss to clear the steps. The staff officer's battle cancels the stage without using the support item x1 3. Clear the stage with only the Bio Soldier type character x4 4. Loyal
Androids are just 5-5 of the type characters to get the stage out of the way. Dr. Gero's Smirk Clear clears stages with at least four characters who own Link Skill Fierce Battle x4 6. Demon scientists clear the stage with at least 5 characters owning link skills and fierce battles x3 7. Aces in the hole clear the stage only with characters who
own link skill intense combat x5 8. Identity Clear can earn a total of x17 and x9 in Region 26 Region 27: Taxation Endeavour 1 by clearing the stage with only type characters that own link skill intense combat x3. Cancel the stage with Begito on the resumption team. (Note: character names must be the same) x4 2. By training with Piccolo,
you can team up with Begito. (Note: character names must be the same) x3 3. Cancel the stage with Vegito on the training and experience team. x4 Total x8 and x3 can be obtained in Zone 27, and a total of x558 and x100 can be obtained in all areas. Earn Events. Each stage has three missions, usually with the highest difficulty level
available. Earn a total of 50 Nymphus Cloud Awakening Medals. Stage Mission Rewards 1. The strange battle clears the steps within 2 minutes and 2 minutes with 2 minutes 30 seconds x1 1 minute 30 seconds x1 Hybrid Saiyans category team x1 2. Endless nightmares delete the stage in less than 3 minutes with 5 characters or more
owning x2 link skill top power x1 3 in 2 minutes and 30 seconds x1 within 1 minute 45 seconds. Demonic Regression, which clears a stage within 5 minutes x1, clears a stage within 4 minutes x3, clears the stage within 7 minutes, and clears the stage by 2 characters or more with link skill stenic power x1 to earn a total of x12 in Pure
Destruction and Carnage 1. Limit Breaking Saiyan clears the stage in less than 1 minute and 30 seconds, clearing the stage within 1 minute x1 and clearing the stage in less than 2 minutes with World Tournament Category Team x1 2. With the ultimate finish move of 2 minutes and 15 seconds x1, you can surpass 1 StageClear in less
than 4 minutes with a stage clear of 1 minute 15 seconds x2 World Tournament category team x1. Unbelievable failure clears the stage within 2 minutes and 45 seconds x1 and within 2 minutes with the team of characters who own link skill transformation x1 2. The Peerless Warrior's victory clears the stage in less than 3 minutes x1 and
clears the stage in less than 2 minutes x2, clearing the stage in less than 4 minutes with a team of characters with link skill transformation x1 3. Fusion's Resurrection can be obtained in Fusion 1, where stage clears within 7:30 x1 can't mimic stageclear fusion category team x1 total x12 in less than 5 minutes x3 10 minutes. Fusion of
hope! Clear stage in 2 minutes and 30 seconds x1 Clear stage in 1 minute and 30 seconds with stage clear x1fusion category team x1 2 to clear the stage in less than 2 minutes. Super Gottenks! If you clear the stage within 5 minutes and 30 seconds, clear the stage within 7 minutes with x1 x1 inputx1 3 only. The strongest super fusion!
Clear stage within 7 minutes x1 Within 8 minutes with Piccolo and Buu (super) from the 6-minute x3 team, stageclear (note: must have the same character name) x1 total x12 can be obtained from The Uncomparable Paragon 1 of Hope. Majin's transformation clears the stage in 2 minutes 15 seconds x1, clearing the stage in 1 minute 30
seconds x1, and clearing the stage in 2 minutes and 30 seconds with hybrid Saiyans category team x1 2. Onslaught of the terrible margin 3:45 x1 clear backstage clear If you cancel stageclears in less than 6 minutes with x2 type character x1 in less than 2 minutes and 30 seconds, you'll get a terrifying transformation margin x50 for a total
of x7*Revealed: Some of the links above are affiliate links, which are affiliate links, which you'll earn commissions for when you purchase your fandom at no extra cost. Community content is available in CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. Intellectual.
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